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Q. Are you the same Stephen Edward Smith who filed rebuttal testimony in this docket 1

on November 13, 2009? 2

A. Yes. 3

4

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony?5

A. The purpose of my surrebuttal testimony is to respond to the rebuttal testimony regarding 6

systems issues submitted by Ms. Baldwin on behalf of the International Brotherhood of 7

Electrical Workers and by Dr. Selwyn on behalf of the Citizens Utility Board.8

9

Q. Dr. Selwyn challenged your testimony about why the transfer of Verizon’s 10

replicated systems to Frontier will go smoothly.  He asserts that you made similar 11

assurances in the FairPoint proceeding, which he says turned out to be wrong.1  Is 12

Dr. Selwyn correct?13

A. No.  In the FairPoint transaction, Verizon had no responsibility for, or control over, the 14

new systems FairPoint was developing to replace Verizon’s systems.  Verizon had only 15

limited visibility into those newly developed systems. Accordingly, I made no 16

representation about FairPoint’s newly developed systems or about its ability to provide 17

the functionality necessary to operate the assets FairPoint was acquiring.  Dr. Selwyn 18

contorts the record to suggest otherwise.  What I told the Vermont commission in the 19

testimony Dr. Selwyn cites is that (i) FairPoint was more experienced than the private 20

equity firm that acquired Hawaiian Telcom, (ii) FairPoint was further along with respect 21

to its development of new systems than the private equity firm had been at the same point 22

in the process, and (iii) Verizon and FairPoint were coordinating effectively on cutover 23
  

1 Selwyn Rebuttal at 4.
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planning.2 That testimony was accurate.  Indeed, as I noted in my rebuttal testimony in 24

this proceeding, the FairPoint cutover (and the Hawaiian Telcom cutover) was successful.  25

The systems problems those companies subsequently experienced were not related to the 26

transfer of data from Verizon’s systems but rather to deficiencies in their newly 27

developed systems – a fact that neither Dr. Selwyn nor any other witness disputes.28

29

Q. You mentioned in your rebuttal testimony that you raised concerns about 30

FairPoint’s systems readiness, but those concerns were ignored.  Dr. Selwyn 31

expresses skepticism about that, asserting that “if in fact any such ‘concerns’ were 32

actually expressed at all, there is no evidence that Verizon initiated any measures 33

aimed at addressing or remediating them.”3 Please respond. 34

A. First, Verizon had no right to participate in FairPoint’s decision regarding when to cut 35

over to FairPoint’s newly developed systems.  The decision of when to cut over to 36

FairPoint’s systems was made entirely by FairPoint, in consultation with the independent 37

third-party monitor appointed to supervise FairPoint’s systems transition and upon 38

application to the three relevant state commissions. Moreover, Verizon’s visibility into 39

FairPoint’s systems was limited (substantially more so than that of the third-party 40

consultant).  Nevertheless, Verizon had concerns, based on the limited information 41

available to it mostly after closing, about FairPoint’s systems readiness – and Verizon42

clearly communicated those concerns.  In addition to my testimony before the Vermont 43

Public Service Board (“Vermont Board”) (which I cited in my rebuttal testimony here), I 44

wrote two detailed letters warning that FairPoint’s systems did not appear to be ready.  45

  
2 Rebuttal Testimony of Stephen E. Smith on behalf of Verizon New England Inc., Vermont Public Service Board 
Docket No. 7270, June 27, 2007, at 10-12.  
3 Selwyn Rebuttal at 4.
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Those letters are attached hereto as highly confidential Exhibits 10.1 and 10.2.  In my46

letter of November 7, 2008 to FairPoint (which Verizon shared with the Vermont Board47

prior to the cutover), I stated:48

[BEGIN CONFIDENTIALAND PROPRIETARY] 49
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX50
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX51
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX52
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX53
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX54
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX55
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX56
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX57
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX58
XXXXX459
[END CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY] 60

61
Contrary to Mr. Selwyn’s inaccurate assertions, there can be no legitimate dispute that 62

Verizon’s concerns – and its recommendations – were clearly articulated. Mr. Selwyn’s 63

similarly inaccurate accusation that “these are reservations that Verizon appears to have 64

kept to itself during the time when it was seeking approval for the transfer” is also 65

incorrect, for Verizon did not have access to FairPoint’s test center until after approval 66

and shared its concerns promptly.67

68

Q. Ms. Baldwin states the she has “reason to doubt Mr. Smith’s assurances” about the 69

systems transition process.5 Please respond.  70

A. Ms. Baldwin does not contest my testimony that systems transitions are common in the 71

telephone industry and that they can be executed effectively by qualified management.6  72

Nor does she contest my testimony that of the dozens of access line transfers with which 73

  
4 See Exhibit 2.  
5 Baldwin Rebuttal at 3.  
6 See Smith Rebuttal at 3, 4-5.  
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Verizon has been involved, systems problems only emerged in two transactions –74

FairPoint and Hawaiian Telcom – and that those problems were related to deficiencies in 75

the brand new systems those carriers developed in order to run the transferred 76

operations.7  Nor does she cite any Frontier transactions where systems problems were 77

purportedly experienced.78

79

The only reason Ms. Baldwin provides for why she “doubts” my testimony about systems 80

transitions is that after the Bell Atlantic/GTE merger, Verizon took several years to 81

transition its GTE systems in Pennsylvania to the Bell Atlantic systems.8 However, she82

does not assert that Verizon missed the FCC-imposed deadline for undertaking that 83

transition, and she does not point to any problems associated with that transition.9 That is 84

because Verizon met the deadline and the transition was successful. Ms. Baldwin 85

incorrectly infers that because Verizon did not complete the Pennsylvania transition in 86

the same time frame as the Virginia transition, “problems…apparently arose in the 87

conversion process.”10  Also, there is no basis for Ms. Baldwin’s speculation that 88

problems supposedly encountered in Pennsylvania may have caused Verizon to not 89

transition systems in other GTE states to the Bell Atlantic systems.11 Verizon never 90

intended to transition any GTE systems to its Bell Atlantic systems except for those in 91

Pennsylvania and Virginia (where Verizon’s Bell Atlantic operations dwarfed its GTE 92

operations).  To the contrary, the functionality provided by the GTE systems was and 93

continues to be robust.  In fact, as I discussed in my rebuttal testimony, where Verizon 94

  
7 See Smith Rebuttal at 7-8.  
8 Baldwin Rebuttal at 3-4.
9 Id. 
10 Baldwin Rebuttal at 3.  
11 Baldwin Rebuttal at 4.  
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has established national systems for all of its operations, the GTE systems (not the former 95

Bell Atlantic or NYNEX ones) have usually been the ones that have formed the basis for 96

such national systems.1297

98

Q. But isn’t Ms. Baldwin correct that Verizon’s experience is irrelevant to concerns 99

about the systems integration that Frontier may undertake after the transaction 100

closes?13101

A. What I stated in my rebuttal testimony is that (i) there is no basis for concerns about 102

whether the replicated systems Verizon will transfer to Frontier will provide the 103

functionality required to run the acquired operations and (ii) systems transitions are 104

commonplace in the telephone industry and can be executed effectively by qualified 105

management.  Ms. Baldwin appears to have conceded the first point – she does not 106

question Verizon’s experience and expertise in replicating systems, and does not contest 107

the fact that the replicated systems will actually be in production for at least two months 108

prior to close.14 Instead, she speculates that Frontier’s subsequent systems integration 109

efforts might result in problems.  But Verizon is not the only telephone company in the 110

country that has successfully integrated operational support systems after acquiring 111

access lines – Frontier and many other telephone companies (including those discussed 112

on pages 7-8 of my rebuttal testimony) can and do undertake systems integration efforts 113

  
12 Smith Rebuttal at 18. 
13 Baldwin Rebuttal at 5.  
14 Ms. Baldwin states that “Mr. Smith makes repeated reference to a 60-day period, but I am unaware of any factors 
that would make it necessary to rush the process of replicating the systems and verifying their accuracy.”  Baldwin 
Rebuttal at 11.  The parties have not agreed to a “rushed” realignment process, but rather one in which Verizon has 
more than ten months to replicate the systems and verify their accuracy – which will then be followed by a period of 
at least sixty days when the systems will actually be used by Verizon prior to close.  Ms. Baldwin does not even 
attempt to explain why ten months is a “rushed” process for replicating the systems, or why sixty days is an 
inadequate amount of time for Frontier to confirm and validate the success of the systems replication. 
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successfully on a regular basis.  Accordingly, even assuming Frontier may choose at 114

some point in the future to shift functionality from the replicated systems to its own 115

existing systems, Ms. Baldwin provides no evidentiary basis to expect problems with the 116

functionality of Frontier’s own proven systems. 15117

118

Q. Can you give an example of a recent systems integration effort that has gone 119

smoothly after the closing of a significant transaction? 120

A. Yes.  CenturyLink, the company created after CenturyTel merged with Embarq earlier 121

this year, recently announced that it has “successfully completed financial and human 122

resources systems conversions and initial billing and customer care conversion.”16  This 123

is just one more example of the fact that systems transitions are not “rocket science” and 124

that they can be managed successfully by qualified personnel.125

126

Q. Ms. Baldwin states that she continues to believe that a third-party auditor is needed 127

in order to conduct an “independent review of the replicated systems and Frontier’s 128

readiness to operate them.”17  How do you respond?129

A. Because Verizon will replicate its existing OSS that is currently used to provide service 130

to customers in Illinois and Verizon will utilize the replicated system for a minimum of 131

60 days before the closing of the proposed transaction to service customers in Illinois,132

  
15 Ms. Baldwin asserts that the flat fee of less than $2.00 per line may create an incentive for Frontier to shift over to 
its own existing systems.  See Baldwin Rebuttal at 6-7.  I will let Mr. McCarthy primarily address this argument, but 
Frontier will obviously have systems maintenance costs regardless of which set of systems it chooses to use.  The 
maintenance fee Frontier will be paying Verizon is the result of an arms-length negotiation, and Frontier is free to 
maintain the replicated systems itself after the first year, or replace Verizon with a third-party contractor capable of 
handling the maintenance of the replicated systems.  Accordingly, Frontier could choose to use the replicated 
systems indefinitely, just as Verizon chose to do after acquiring them from GTE.  
16 Press Release, “CenturyLink Reports Third Quarter Earnings,” Nov. 5, 2009.
17 Baldwin Rebuttal at 10.
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there is no need for a third party monitor. As Mr. McClerren testified on behalf of the 133

Commission staff, a third party monitor of operating support systems should not be 134

ordered “without a compelling need” – and Ms. Baldwin has not demonstrated such a 135

compelling need.18  As Mr. McClerren notes, after closing “Verizon systems will still be 136

operated by former Verizon personnel and …a support and maintenance OSS agreement 137

with Verizon will be in place.”19 He goes on to note that “in the FairPoint situation, 138

service quality problems did not manifest themselves to a significant extent until nearly a 139

year after closing, coinciding with the cessation of Verizon’s OSS and with the cutover to 140

FairPoint’s newly developed OSS.”20 As explained in the accompanying testimony of 141

Mr. McCarthy, Frontier has agreed to address and further mitigate the risks associated 142

with any transition from the replicated Verizon OSS to Frontier’s systems by submitting 143

a detailed system conversion plan to the Commission Staff at least 180 days prior to 144

implementing any system cutover.  145

146

Q. Is the Illinois Commission Staff the only neutral observer to conclude that Verizon 147

and Frontier have developed an adequate plan for ensuring that the systems 148

Frontier will receive will have the functionality necessary for running the acquired 149

operations?150

A. No.  The Staff of the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission recently 151

testified that: 152

In both Hawaii and New England the purchasers developed new OSS from 153
scratch and then cut those systems into service. In both cases the systems 154
were cut-over lacking sufficient functionality. In this case, Verizon itself 155

  
18 McClerren Rebuttal at 12-13.  
19 Id. at 13. 
20 Id. (emphasis added). 
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is providing Frontier with exact copies of systems that Verizon has been 156
using for operational support for many years. The complexity lies in the 157
replication of the software onto newly installed hardware and the 158
downloading of all customer data into the new systems. Done correctly, 159
the operation support systems will essentially be the same as before cut-160
over. The use of replicated systems should prove to be less risky than a 161
cut-over to new untried systems as in Hawaii and the New England States. 162
In this case, Verizon will actually use the newly replicated systems for 163
daily business for a minimum of 60 days before the transaction closes, 164
giving Frontier time to complete its systems testing.21165

166
In other words, the facts – as evaluated by independent neutral observers – undercut167

Ms. Baldwin’s speculation about the supposed riskiness of the systems replication and 168

transition issues in this transaction. 169

170

Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony?171

A. Yes.  172

  
21 Testimony of Robert T. Williamson, Staff of Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, Docket No. 
UT-090842 (Nov. 3, 2009), at 18.  The Washington Commission staff nevertheless had concerns about the 
transaction, which were addressed in a settlement agreement with Verizon and Frontier. 


